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Postal woes plague dorms
By Holly Celeste Fisk
Spartan Daily Staff Wilier

Several angry students in the
dorms have formed a mail task
force to battle problems with
mail delivery that they say have
persisted for more than five
years and include stolen mail
and irregular delivery.
Garth McKinney, a resident
adviser in Allen Hall, said he
formed the task force when he
realized the extent of the problems with mail delivery to the
dorms.
The task force comprises
McKinney, two other students

and Maria Josue, the University
Housing staff member who has
been dealing with complaints
about dorm mail since 1988.
In a memo to postal officials
last October, Josue reported
complaints from students during the spring semester of 1993.
Two students reported credit
card charges on cards they never
received, two reported that cash
and checks were stolen from
their mail and five students
reported receiving opened or
damaged mail.
Mail that looks like a birthday

card is the type most often missing and most often arrives
opened, Josue said.
These reports constitute a
small fraction of the problem,
McKinney said, because many
students were discouraged from
filing any complaints last year
while housing officials reorganized the system of delivering
mail once it is received by the
campus mailroom.
Housing officials hoped to
isolate problems with mail delivery by reorganizing the campus
system, but problems have per-

sisted.
Stephanie Bingham, a
dent of Markham Hall last year,
reported that an ATM card and
its pin number, mailed separately, were stolen from her mail.
The thief withdrew $50 from her
account and was never caught.
Bingham, a senior majoring
in art, reported that she also
never received the cards her
grandparents sent last year and
her roommate never received a
$500 check mailed by her father.
See MAILROOM. page 3
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In the Moulder Hall mailroom, Paige Adams, left, explains to Ben
Stack that the mail is sometimes delayed. Adams often hears complaints from dorm residents about late or missing mail.

Walk supports
AIDS charities

Students
to vote on
child care

By Tony Sellarole
Special to the l)aily

With a goal of raising $275,000, the
fourth annual Walk For AIDS, the
largest fund-raising event for agencies
fighting AIDS in Santa Clara County,
will be held from 8 am. to 1 p.m. Sunday in downtown San Jose.
The walk, beginning on Park
Avenue at Almaden Boulevard, will
raise money for 10 Santa Clara County
agencies that support people with HIV
and AIDS and educate others on AIDS
prevention.
Last year, with 2,745 participants, the
walk raised $215,000, with an average
pledge of $109 per walker, for local
agencies.
This year they are expecting 3,000
walkers to meet their goal of $275,000,
according to Tom Myers, the public
relations coordinator for Aris Projects
Inc.
Among the walk’s benefactors are
Aris Projects Inc., The Centre For Living With Dying, the Palo Alto chapter
of the American Red Cross, El Pueblo
Against AIDS and AIDS Legal Services.
All of these groups provide education and information programs for
30,000 people annually, according to
Myers.
"Forty-one percent of the income
Aris receives comes from the Walk For
AIDS. Without it, Aris would not exist,"
said Kathy Farrell, a senior majoring in
speech communication.
Farrell volunteers her time with Aris
Projects Inc. by working in support
See AIDS, page 4

Knsun Lomax
Spartan DRAIN Staff Wnter

The A.S. Board of Directors decided
to allow students the opportunity to vote
on Oct. 27-28 for an on-site day care center.
SJSU is the only campus, along with
CSU Stanislaus, without a permanent
facility to care for students’ children.
"We want a facility on or immediately
off campus," said A.S. President Blair
Whitney.
"If the students agree, we can have
child care for a greater number of children in a couple of years."
The Frances Gulland Child Develop.
merit Center is currently providing temporary child care.
The center is subsidized by the California Department of Education for children of low-income students and is funded in part by Associated Students, tuition
and fundraising.
The tuition used for the center conies
from the $18 AS. fee students pay each
semester said Jean Lenart, AS. business
administrator. Approximately 9 percent
of the $18 is used for the center.
The center accepts children two-anda-half years to five years of age. Along
with the age limitations, the child must
.At Francis Gulland Child Development Center, Nadine Zing, left, reads a story that Araceli Vizt.din,, right, credit...!

Dogs guide people
through daily life
Bruce Sapena
For the past 50 years,
Bruce Sapena and his
Guide Dogs for the Blind in
San Rafael has helped blind guide dog Wilton make a
people throughout the Unit- powerful-looking team, walked States and Canada by pro- ing together in long, sure
viding them with guide dogs strides and keeping a quick
that improve their mobility and even pace.
Sapena. +1. looks physicaland independence and
ly’ fit and athletic, a testimony
enrich their lives.
Bruce Sapena. a senior to his daily walks and workmajoring in psychology, and outs in the gym
Wilton, 56 (8 in human
Susan Schulter, a professor of
English, have received guide years), is an 85-pound German Shepherd who
dogs from the prolooks strong enough
gram and, according
to blaze any trail for
to both of them, they
his blind’ owner.
have benefited in
HElPING
According to Sapemany ways.
no, he is also smart
Since Sapena graduenough to make sure
ated in 1987 with his
his owner’s six-footguide-dog Wilton, and
Schulter in 1989 with Kelsey, two-inch frame has sufficient
they say their lives have been overhead clearance where he
enriched and the world has walks.
Four years after leaving the
opened up to them even
U.S. Army. Sapena began to
more.
Prior to getting their dogs, lose his eyesight because of
Sapena and Schulter nayigat- an eye disease passed on to
ed through the world with a him through a recessive
of travel gene. The loss of vision was
cane a method
and exploration they say is gradual. In fact, on the day
much slower and more tenta- 17 years ago when the doctor
tive than traveling with a dog. told him he was legally blind,
Now, with Wilton and he had driven to the
Kelsey guiding the way. Sape- merit and couldn’t di lye the
na and Schulter enjoy more car back lit )rne.
"But, I’ve had the best of
independent and mobile
lives.
See GUIDE DOGS. page 4
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Bruce Sapena, left, and classmate Michelle Wheldon study for a test as
Sapena’s guide dog Wilton waits patiently at his feet.

un mg debated
(, CSU officials ’,son unveils plan

discuss future

By Pamela Cornelison

Spartan Dailv Stall Writer

See CHILD CARE. page 4

SACRAMENTO (AP)
Money was the topic of the day
in a first-of-its-kind joint meeting
of nearly 150 top officials of California’s three public university
and college systems.
"We have a billion-dollar
oblem. and it won’t go away
ea,tly or readily," UC President
jot I. Peltason said of the gap
between annual revenues and
the funds that California’s public
c ()lieges and universities say they
need to maintain quality and
serve an ever-growing student
bodv.
-There is no magic bullet. We
have to have a better funding
mechanism. We have to spend
our funds more wiselv. They are
inter-related," Peltason said. "We
See MONEY. pa,1t. 3

BY Jennifer Ikuta

Spartan flails Staff Wnter

At Wednesday’s historical
meeting between IX regents
and CSU trustees, Goy. Pete Wilson proposed sweeping changes
to improve higher education.
Citing the need for affordable
education, Go. Wilson suggested new ways of providing an
education to more students in
less time with "no loss of quality and at savings to tax payers, students and universities.
The most sweeping of- \ 11 son’s proposals is a plan t..1
some undergraduates to finish
their degrees in three years and
guarantee that students finish
their degrees in four years, or
the fifth sear is free.
"We need to guarantee a
cohetent curriculum
that
See WILSON. page 3

Aspiring jocks go intramural
KliSfill LOMAX
Spartan I Mil, Stall With.,

Are vial ready for some football,
soccer, hoc ke.’ If vim can’t make
the Spartan train but still want to
play a little ball. iiitnumiral sports is
there for you.
The Associated Students Leisure
Services offer intramural sports to
all students who are interested.
The fall semester includes flag
football, volleball. indoor minisoccer, fit or hot key and a basket-

ball tournament.
In the spring, students can lixik
forward to soccer, softball, basketball, and floor hockey.
Teams are broken down into
four main categories: IFC/Panhellenic (fraternities and sororities),
coed, men’s and women’s. Each
team is limited to 12 players,
except for football, which allows
up to 20 players on the roster.
See INTRAMURAL page 4
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Editorial

Campus Viewpoint

Don’t follow
China’s example

Whitney: article
is incorrect

China’s breaking of an informal testing
moratorium doesn’t mean we must
resume nuclear weapons testing.
In response to a Chinese nuclear weapons test,
President Clinton ordered the Department of
Energy to begin preparations for a similar underground test next year
If we go ahead with a test, it would be the first
time since September 1992 this country exploded
a nuclear bomb. However, the United States
entered into the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
with China, France, Britain and Russia. Any test
would require congressional approval.
In July, Clinton said we would begin testing
again if another nation breaks the ban "between
now and September 1994." And in keeping with
his promise, Clinton will push for renewed testing.
The United States must reconsider its position.
If testing is resumed next year, France and Britain,
who lobbied against American involvement in the
ban, will begin testing again too. Russia, which had
urged the United States not to do so, will begin
testing as well.
We have already proven our nuclear arsenal is
well-stocked and ready to use. There is no doubt
American military might could destroy the planet
several times over. But the Cold War is gone; we no
longer need to worry about who has more missiles
or who can reach the brink of war faster.
Pentagon and National Security Council officials believe if other countries resume testing, than
the United States should too because our nuclear
arsenal must be maintained safely.
Officials from the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and Department of Energy argue
that safety can be determined without detonation.
While China is clearly in violation of the moratorium, there is no need to respond with petty,
playground, escalation tactics.
Nuclear weapons are not toys to be hauled out
because a neighbor flexes some military might.
This isn’t a playground fight but global politics
with serious consequences.
China cited "self-defense" as the reason for
resuming testing. That does not justify the breaking of the ban, even if it’s an informal one. President Clinton is making a policy decision for the
wrong reason. This decision could undo much of
the ground-breaking peace efforts that have taken
place this Year around the world.
The United States has not tested nuclear
weapons for over a year and the world didn’t collapse. The world will continue just fine if the United States chooses not to break the test ban either.

Point of Controversy
Statement:
State policy requires all schools, kindergarten
through college, to create a sexual harassment policy Students of all ages should not be subjected to
petty rules.
Agree?
Disagree?
Tell us about it. Write a letter to the editor. You
might even get published.
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Editor:
The SPARTAN DAILY has a professional and
legal responsibility to correctly report the facts
when it prints news stories. It becomes crucial
that facts be reported accurately when reporting
about legal situations and individuals.
Several points in your article from Oct. 14
("A.S. president to stand trial") are inaccurate.
L The headline:
The headline is incorrect. While I did plead
not guilty at the formal arraignment held
10/13/93, this does not lead immediately and
automatically to a trial. In this particular case, a
pre-trial hearing was requested and scheduled
for 10/27/93 at 1:30 p.m.
At this pre-trial hearing, evidence will be presented to the judge, who will determine
whether the matter should proceed to trial. It is
quite likely that the charges will be dismissed at
the pre-trial hearing.
It appears for the sake of sensationalism, you
mis-stated the exact legal situation.
II. "According to police reports..."
MARTIN tIF

SPAR I AN DAILY

Initiative would harm school system
Nobody disagrees that California needs to improve its
schools and find a better way to
educate it’s growing population.
Proposition 174(the voucher
initiative) is not one of those
ways.
This initiative proposes giving
$2,600 per student to anyone
who wants to open a voucher
school. Currently, California
spends $5,100 for each child in
the school system. (K-12)
The Golden State, which
already spends less per child in
the public schools than any
other of the industrialized states
in the nation, would be spending even less if Prop. 174 passes.
Those who are waiting for
the state to step in and set
guidelines for how the money
given to the schools should be
spent, would be better off waiting for Godet.
The state would not be able
to say how much of the $2,600
goes into the pockets of the private school owners and how
much would actually be used on
educating the children.
State authorities would not
be allowed to audit the records
of the voucher schools to determine how the money is being
spent and no standards would
be implemented as to how
much should be spent on each
student. Can California really
afford to give money to people
without the ability to determine
how the money is being spent?
The special election voter
pamphlet states that in order for
the state to break even with this
initiative, 20 percent of the students in the school system

(there are currently 550,000)
would have to switch from a
public school to a voucher
school.
In order for the state to show
a savings, over 30 percent of the
students would have to make
the switch. In addition, public
schools would stand to lose
about $3,700 for each student
that moves to a private voucher
school.

"Wenger... followed the three friends up
Mount Umunhum road to a second gate..."

because it would become part of
the state constitution. Since
voucher schools would be classified as private schools, they
would be allowed to discriminate on the basis of religion,
marital status, economic status,
’California is not
physical or mental disabilities
and gender.
ready yet to trash
For example, if a student is
its ... educational
Jewish, a Catholic school could
keep the student out because he
system and give a
is not Catholic and vice versa.
blank check to
If you are against the initiaanyone who wants tive you are not alone. The California PTA, State Board of Eduto open a voucher cation, the League of Women
Voters, the National Association
school.’
for the Advancement of Colored People and the California
Tough luck if any of the pub- League of Churches are all
lie schools need rebuilding or against the voucher initiative.
renovating. Money allocated to
California is not ready yet to
them by the state for such pur- trash its already-battered educaposes would be drastically cut by tional system and give a blank
shifting the demand to private check to anyone who wants to
voucher schools. Fewer students open a voucher school. A state
in the public school means less of over 30 million people is no
money for the school districts,
place to try such a costly experiWithout a doubt, some pub- ment that risks the education of
lie schools would have to close our children. Exercise your
and taxes would have to be right to choose and vote against
raised to make-up for the Plop. 174 on Nov. 2.
money lost. Community colleges would hurt as well because
their funding would be cut by
the state too.
John Perez is a Daily
staff columnist. His column
If this initiative passes, it
appears every other Friday.
would be difficult to amend

Draw the line between harassments
problem with sexuThe
al harassment is nnich
the same as that with
pornographv defining it. Behavior that constitutes harassment
for one person may not faze
many others.
The ability to define acceptable behavior under the law has
always eluded governinents, and
the situation is unlikely to
change any time soon,
To say that requiring a person to have sex as a means of
gaining, sustaining or advancing
employment is unlawful would
certainly clarify matters for most
people, while leaving many less
weighty matters unanswered,
This law couldn’t stand without providing exceptions or
requiring a stringent definition
of what is a sexual activity.
A person interviewing for a
role in an adult film would, in
all likelihood, need to demonstrate the abilities required for
the job.
If touching, caressing or kissing were defined as sexual
behavior under such a law, the
entertainment industry would
be unlikely to continue as is.
If you define specific acts
under the law as being unacceptable, which ones do you
choose? Coitus, cunnilingus, fellatio, masturbation? What about
the hundreds of other sexual
activities that humans engage

in? Would an employer be
charged with harassment if he
or she were into licking shoes?
Sexual harassment can be a
major problem, but adequately
defining it for purposes of the
law may be a greater one. Verbal
harassment is exactly that verbal harasstnent. It is a mistake to
claim verbal harassment as sexual harassment. That would only
weaken enforcement of all
harassment cases,
There have already been limits placed on the constitutional
rights of free speech, most of
them reasonable. Verbal harassment of any kind or content
should probably be actionable
under the law.

’What about the...
sexual activities that
htmlans engage in?’
If verbal harassment contains
sexual content, it is not necessarily sexual harassment. It
would become so if it were
accompanied by sexual fondling
and/or the threat or promise of
employment related matters,
There is currently a sexual
harassment case before the U.S.
Supreme Court. The suit,
brought by Teresa Harris
against Nashville, Term. based

There was only a single Sheriff Deputy’s
report and no documentation from any police
officer. The correct quote should have been "a
sheriff’s report..."

Forklift Systems Inc., charges
that her employer engaged in
sexual harassment for verbal
comments and
improper
requests.
The information provided by
the media indicates that the
harassment was entirely verbal
in nature. It should be regarded
as a case of verbal harassment,
not sexual harassment.
Confusing one with the other
makes both less clear. A case of
verbal harassment may go
unpunished if the it contains no
sexual content, and juries may
react less seriously to sexual
harassment cases if lawsuits are
filed for every sexual comment.
Sexual harassment should
remain a serious matter that
must be restricted to actions and
abuse of power if it is to he
enforceable. The less-serious
crime of vet bal harassment
should be kept separate from
sexual harassment in order that
all cases may be prosecuted
regardless of sexual content.
Kevin Moore is a Daily
staff writer

_A__

Where does this statement of alleged facts
come from? It is not attributed in the article.
What you omitted in this statement was my statements that Mr. Wenger pulled up to our vehicle
after we arrived at the gate and positioned his
vehicle to block our vehicle from leaving. If you
are going to extemporaneously include details
of the incident, please be balanced.
N. ’judge Jerald Infantino set Whitney’s trial
date for...
This is incorrect. At the arraignment, I pled
not-guilty and asked for a pre-trial hearing. This
pre-trial hearing was set for Oct. 27. No trial has
been called for or set at this time.
V. "...pleaded not guilty to misdemeanor trespassing charges at a pre-trial hearing Wednesday
morning.
This is incorrect. The arraignment was held
Wednesday, Oct. 13. This is where one enters a
plea. A pre-trial conference is where the evidence is presented to the judge, who determines whether it merits going to trial. No decision has yet been made on going to trial.
VI. Planted Tips
The news story was generated by an anonymous tip. It appears that some unknown person
left copies of the police report in a reporters
box at the SPARTAN DAII Y office. For whatever
reasons, someone wanted this story planted in
the Daily to generate controversy about me.
The SPARTAN DAILY has responded in kind by
supplying a shallow "celebrity scandal" type of
article. A more thorough report would have
noted this incident is part of a pattern of harassment problems that have occurred on and
around the Mid-Peninsula Open Space District
Park located on Mount Umunhum.
These incidences have been covered repeatedly in a series of articles in the "Mercury
News," "Almaden Times" and "Los Gatos
Times." To not research and report on the
greater issues of the incident as these other
papers did is an injustice.
The SPARTAN DAILY ignored the real story
about easement laws and access to public lands
and, instead, rushed to print a sensational story.
Take the time to learn about the real issues and
do justice to the situation and don’t just jump to
sensationalism every time someone conveniently places an anonymous "scoop" in your box.
Blair Whitney
A.S. president

Forum Page Policies
SPARTAN DAILY provides a daily
The
Forum to promote a "marketplace of
ideas."
Contributions are encouraged from students,
staff, faculty and others who are interested in
the university at large.
Any letter or column for the forum page
must be turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box
in the newsroom, Dwight Bente! Hall 209, or to
the information booth in the Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed to the Forum
Editor, The SPARTAN DMA’, School ofJournalisrn
and Man Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA
95192. Articles may be faxed to (408) 9243282.
Articles and letters MUST contain the
author’s name, address, daytime phone number, signature and major. Although not encouraged, names may be withheld upon request.
Contributions must be typed or submitted on
a 3.5 inch computer disk using Microsoft Word
on the Macintosh. Always bring a printout of
your submission.
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SpartaGuide
The San Jose
State calendar

TODAY
CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP:
Bible study, Almaden Rm, Student Union, 2:30 p.m. Call
Wingfield Liu 252-6876
DIRECT ACTION ALLIANCE: General body meeting, 48 S. 7th and
San Fernando streets, 7 p.m.
Call Juan Hare 236-3765

JEWISH CAPAPUS OUTREACH:
Shabbas Dinner at Ester Rivas’s,
2080 Stonewood Ln., San Jose,
5:50 p.m. Call Ester Riva 2633246

LDSSA/LATTER DAY SAINT STUDENT Assoc: Forum making
& eating egg rolls with Mae,
LDSSA Recreation Center, 12:30
p.m. Call 286-3313

LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP:
Trip to Yosemite Nat’l Park, leave
from Campus Ministry at 4 p.m.,
Oct 15th & 16th. Call Tim 2980204

Gibson’s "Long Time Since Yesterday," Student Theatre, HGH,
10/15 & 10/16, 8 p.m., $10
adm; $7.50 sen/student -groups
four or more. Call 924-4551

SATURDAY
JEWISH CAMPUS OUTREACH: Pictionary & Gang Night, 2080
Stonewood Ln., San Jose, 8:15
p.m. Call Ester Riva 263-3246

SUNDAY
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY/THE
NEWMAN CosshiuNirr: Eucharist
followed by social, Campus Ministry Chapel, San Carlos & 10th
streets, 6 p.m. Call Fr. Mark or
Ginny 298-0204

MONDAY

MUSUM STUDENT ASSOCIATION:

JEWISH CAMPUS OUTREACH: Jew-

"Juma’a Prayer," 1:20-1:40p.m.,
Student Union, Costanoan Rm.
Every Friday until the end of
semester.
SIKH STUDENT ASSOC: General
meeting, Pacheco Rm, Student
Union, 12:30 p.m.-1:30p.m.
Call Parvinder 924-8736
ST. PATRICK SCHOOL: St. Patrick
School Festival, 51 N. 9th and
Santa Clara streets, 10/1510/17
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE: Heartfest Week, Student Union, 9
a.m.-3 p.m. Call Oscar Battle, Jr.
924-6117
TABIA THEATRE ENSEMBLE: P.J.

ish Philosophy, 7:30 p.m., Call
Ester Riva Kokin for this weeks
location 263-3246
LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA: Sorority meeting, DMH 227, 6 p.m.

LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP:
Bible Study on John, Montalvo
Rm, Student Union, 11 a.m. Call
Tim 298-0204; and Bible
StudySexual Baseball, Campus Chapel, 7 p.m.

PREVENTION EDUCATION PROGRAM: Carolyn Cornelison Phd,
alcohol education consultant,
Loma Prieta Rm, Student Union,
6:30 p.m.-10 p.m. Call Pep Center 924-5945

Spazra(usk n. availalie to Sitil Antk-nts tantIty :LIR! stiff t irgantrations hi fire. Deadline ts5
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Money
From page I
have to convince the public we
are spending their money wisely" before higher education can
expect increased support.
The session Wednesday in the
Assembly chambers of the state
Capitol was the first formal joint
meeting of the UC Regents and
CSU trustees.
It was also attended by Gov.
Pete Wilson, legislative leaders,
presidents of the 19 state university and nine UC campuses, and
representatives of the state’s 107
taxpayer-supported community
colleges.
The three systems, whose
combined budgets this year top
$9 billion, all have raised fees,
reduced the number of classes
and made other cuts as the state,
coping with three consecutive
yews of recession-caused deficits,
has cut taxpayer support of
higher education while enrollments continue to rise.
Proposed changes in the daylong session, which resulted in

no formal joint actions, varied
enormously, with raising or saving money being the one common theme.
Wilson proposed giving CSU
students a year’s free tuition if it
takes them five years to graduate, and he suggested encouraging more students to graduate in
three years by offering them
rebates or fee reductions for
early graduation.
"Perhaps we should guarantee full-time students that either
we get you through in four years
or the fifth year’s on us," Wilson
said. "We need to guarantee a
coherent curriculum
that
encourages and allows students
to graduate within four years."
Assembly Speaker Willie
Brown, who is a UC regent, said
he was "kind of fascinated" by
Wilson’s rebate proposal for students who don t finish in four
years, but he questioned
whether it was workable.
Both the UC and CSU leaders also discussed more fee
increases, but Brown warned
that would push fees beyond
what most students can afford.
The San Francisco democrat

Compton mayor apologizes
for making anti-semitic remark
COMPTON (AP) Mayor
Omar Bradley apologized for
an anti-Semitic remark during
a heated debate with entertainer Eazy-E over the rap artist’s
request for a video filming permit.
The request met strong
opposition from Bradley and
others who said the proposed
video would present a negative
image of the Los Angeles suburb and use derogatory language in describing women
and blacks.
Bradley, who is black, told
the rapper during a City Council meeting Tuesday night that
Jewish entertainment executives had deceived him into
betraying blacks with negative
stereotypes.
"I won’t name the specific

racial group that’s using you,
brother, but they are destroying
us and having a lunch and a
bar mitzvah at the same time,"
Bradley shouted. "And we
know from history that the
minute they get finished making money off of you, you’ll be
sitting beside Mike Tyson" in
prison.
Jewish groups, including the
Anti-Defamation League and
the Simon Wiesenthal Centel,
condemned Bradley for his
remark and demanded au
apology.
Eazy-E, whose real name is
Eric Wright, asked to film a
video for the song, "Real
Compton City G’s." Wright is
from Compton, a city of 90,000
a few miles south of downtown
Los Angeles.
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Mailroom: Students irate over mail theft
From page 1
Besides problems with theft
and missing mail, the four task
force members are upset that,
on many days, only certain halls
receive mail.
On other days, no mail is
delivered at all.
In May, a carrier left the mailroom door open, left the key
box for the mail room open and
left four bins of undelivered
mail on the floor.
Several other times, the mailroom has been left unlocked
and bins of mail have been left
in hall lobbies.
"Many of our residents are
very far from home," said Maria
Josue in a letter to Dick Brown
in March 1988. Brown was the
station manager of the St. James
Post Office at that time.
St. James Post Office is the
San Jose substation that handles
SJSU mail.
"Some are from outside California and still others are from
foreign countries for the first
time in their lives," Josue said.
"One of their only contacts with
their families and businesses is
through the U.S. mail service."
The task force has been circulating a petition in the dining
commons since Oct.
11,
demanding "safe, secure and
consistent mail delivery" to the
dorms.
The petition will be sent to
the San Jose postmaster.
Sean Roberts, a sophomore
in civil engineering, has had
mail missing six times during the
past year.
"Usually it’s a card from the
family with a couple bucks in it
or something," Roberts said.
Two students reported they
received charge bills last semester for credit cards they never
received.
Several other credit cards
have been reported missing
without fraudulent charges
being made.
"I got a charge for my annual
fee, but I never received my
card," said Vicki Johnson, a
senior in hospitality management.
Johnson said she had at least
three greeting cards stolen last
semester and first addressed the
told college journalists that the
higher education crisis "is the
nonavailability at a price students can afford ... of a college
education in a timely fashion,
timely being four years."
UC officials also discussed
higher fees for students in professional schools, such as law
and medicine, which lead to
particularly high-paying careers.
State Sen. Gary Hart urged
educators to encourage more
students to complete their first
two years of college at community colleges, which have lower
per-student operating costs and
are more widely dispersed allowing more students to live with
parents while attending college.
"It’s a real bargain for parents
and students and taxpayers for
the first two years of college,"
Hart said.
But former UC President
Clark Kerr said he would strongly oppose making UC or CSU
campuses upper division only.
He said C.alifornia’s universities
"would lose a lot of good students if we didn’t have lower
divisions.
"Access was a promise to the

problem by having her mother
He said carriers are reluctant stormed for solutions to the
business to handle SJSU mail because problerns, according to Mt Kinsend letters in
envelopes. Johnson has since there is no mounted mailbox for ney, and is trying to work with
joined the other students who deliveries and it is difficult to postal officials.
have opted to rent post office find parking. As a result, carriers
The seven residence halls
boxes, giving up on the campus with the least seniority are given could use one central address
the route.
mail system.
and sort their own mail, McKin"It’s hard to say how much
Hillary Wight, ajunior in lib- ney said, but that would entail
mail you’re missing," Johnson eral studies and task force mem- the hiring of two or three more
ber, doesn’t believe Vasquez. campus mail handlers and cost
said.
"The only way to find out is if Postal vehicles, she said, park more money.
the person who sent you some- right outside the back door at
One alternative addressed by
thing mentions it. If they don’t Moulder Hall, where the cam- former Director of Housing
tell you, then you don’t miss it." pus mailroom is housed.
Jean-Marie Scott was the conJosue has been dealing with
Postal carriers bid for their struction of individual mailboxmail
dorm
routes every 60 es for residents.
problems since
days,
but
Such a solution, however,
1988.
Vasquez said would cost tens of thousands of
’It’s
hard
to
say
She
comno one bids for dollars in labor and construcpiled a group of.
the
SJSU tion, according to Josue.
how much mail
letters written to
route. Instead,
Before February, mail was
you’re missing.
postal officials
different carri- delivered to and sorted in Joe
that date back
ers
were West Hall.
The only way to
to March 1988
assigned daily
Campus mailroom workers
fmd out is if the
and
mailed
to
deliver distributed bins of mail to each
them two weeks
dorm mail.
hall where student office workperson who sent
ago to San Jose
A single ers sorted and distributed mail
you something
Postmaster
carrier
has to individual student boxes.
Suzanne
been assigned
Under the new system, which
mentions
it.
If
they
Chaille,
who
for the first began in February, all mail is
could not be
don’t tell you, then time to the delivered to the mailroom in
reached
for
route Moulder Hall, where it is sorted
don’t miss it.’ SJSU
you
comment.
and will begin and delivered directly to stuVicki Johnson
Josue hopes
today, he said.
dents’ mailboxes by campus
A teniror rnajorinir
the postmaster
"I feel confi- employees trained in mail hanrnanag,nent
will be recepdent this is dling.
goirT to take
tive. Postal offiStudents with mail delivery
cials she’s worked with during care of the problem, Vasquez problems can file forms with
the past five years have been said.
both University Housing and the
McKinney said it is a step for- St. James Post Office.
uncooperative.
"They’ve been pretty disap- ward, but there will still be too
Josue recommends that campointing about new ideas," she many postal workers sorting the pus residents have money wired
mail before it is delivered.
said.
instead of mailed.
’There are lots of different
When McKinney attempted
She also recommends that
to discuss the dorm residents’ areas where mail could get lost," important letters and docuvarious problems with one Josue said.
ments be sent via registered or
During a tour of the St. James certified mail because students
postal employee, he said the
postal employee told him that Post Office, McKinney observed are required to sign for them,
he (SJSU) was "just one residen- three different sorting areas for which ensures accountability.
the letter mail addressed to the
tial customer."
Approximately 1,500 students dorms and three sorting areas
for packages.
live in the dorms.
All six areas are scattered
Dorms have low priority
throughout the post office, with
different postal employees
Residential customers are responsible for one or two areas
given lower priority than busi- each.
ness customers, McKinney said.
The mail task force has brainThe dorms are given even lower
priority, with no postal carrier
wanting to handle the route.
’The whole (downtown) area
there is difficult in delivering,"
30 Area Locations
said Sam Vasquez, station manager of the St. James Post Office.
Campus Location Corner of 1 I th 84 San Carlos
in front of 7-11
287-1111
people of the state ... To slam
the doors now, I think, would be
a moral, economic and political
11 1.
8 1/ 2
tragedy for this state," he said.
20 1;:.
He said making the UC and
CSU campuses upper division
only would also deprive graduate students of valuable training
as teaching assistants for freshman and sophomore courses.
8 1/2x 11
Because many campuses have
20 wt. bon
reduced staff and classes, students are taking an average of 4
and a half years to get a degree,
Wilson said.
"All students should be able
to graduate in the time they’ve
set aside to do so. Students and
parents are our customers. We
should serve their needs." Wilson said.
Any Size Roll 3" or 4" prints $
The three-year degree was
1,, 15. 24, or 36 exposures
also endorsed by Kerr, now a I
professor emeritus at the Berkeley campus.
’Expires 10/29/93 I"
Kerr also said high school students should take more
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through faster.
school
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page 1

encourages and allows students
to graduate within four years,"
Wilson said. "And we must create incentives for academic
departments to provide teaching schedules and courses that
make that possible.
"Perhaps we should guarantee full-time students that either
we get you through in four years
or the fifth year’s on us," he said.
He agreed that while the plan
might not be feasible for all stu-

2 st-

I Film Developing
& Prints

dents, including those who have
families or work full time, it
could help many.
"All students should be able
to graduate in the time they’ve
set aside to do so," he said.
Wilson believes this is the
kind of program that can help
fix a higher education that has
been plagued with burIget cuts,
higher fees and faculty and staff
lay-offs. He is also looking for
ways to discourage "professional" students who drag out their
college educations.
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Child care

Monster mash pillow fight

From page I
be completely "potty trained."
Space is limited to a maximum
of 54 children.
The Gulland center is housed
in St. Paul’s Methodist church
on 10th Street.
It has been at this location
for 21 years, but is not being
allowed to renew its lease in
May.
An alternative location for
the center has been identified at
Fifth and Santa Clara Streets,
said Frances Roth, center director.
She also said that although
the new location is dose to the
campus, it has been identified as
one of the highest crime areas
of the city.
If approved, Whitney expects
the new center will accommodate as many as 200 infants and
children of SJSU students. The
center will also provide jobs for
students as teacher aids.
Two new sites have been proposed by Whitney.
The first is next to Spartan
Stadium and will be supported
by the head of space manage-
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test put on by recreation and leisure students Wednesday. A team of
students spent 60 hours planning the event for a class project.

AIDS
From page 1
groups with people who are
HIV-positive or have the AIDS
virus. She also trains new volunteers.
"Living with AIDS is like living with a time bomb," Farrell
said. "People with AIDS may feel
great one day and the next day
feel a cold coming on and wonder, ’Is this the beginning of the
end?’ "
"Without people giving their
time to raise money for our
agencies these people will not
have the support that they have
now.
Tandem Gimputers has been
a major contributor to the walk

in the past.
Employees will be walking as
a team in the walk this Sunday,
as well as with Aris Projects Inc.
"Tandem has donated its
facilities for Aris training, which
is a big help for a non-profit
organization," Farrell said.
"Within the San Jose State
community thousands of students could make a great contribution walking with their fraternities, sororities, clubs and other
campus groups," Farrell said.
Myers said anyone can walk
to raise money for these agencies whether it be as an individual, a team of at least five or as
"superteams," which can have
hundreds of participants.To participate in this event or for more
information contact Walk For
AIDS at (408) 451 -WALK.
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From page I
both worlds," he said. "I’ve driven a car, and I know what a
rose bush looks like. I can see it
in my mind."
In the six years he has had
Wilton, Sapena has never
walked into a pole or tree a
big contrast to his record using a
cane.
Nearly seven years ago, Sapcna’s friends persuaded him to
get a guide dog because, as
Sapena put it. they thought he
was a little reckless with a cane.
"My cane skills are excellent,
but I just walk a little fast," he
said.
"I guess my neighbors and
friends got tired of seeing me
come home with bumps on my
head and skinned knees."
But according to Sapena’s sister, Shirley Sapena, some of the
accidents were a little more serious.
She recalls a time when her
brother walked into the street
using his cane, and a car clipped
him, then took off.
"That doesn’t happen with
Wilton," she said.
She attended Sapena and
Wilton’s graduation from the
Guide Dogs for the Blind program in 1987, and said it was a
wonderful event.
"I was so grateful, I just cried
and cried. I was overwhelmed
with appreciation for the people
who raised Wilton and the people of the program who trained
and gave the dog to Bruce," she
said.
Sapena works out at the gym

ment at SJSU.
The second site, on Eighth
and San Salvador streets, is
strongly preferred by student
parents.
Sunny Miller, a student parent, has had a hard time dealing
with SJSU’s failure to meet child
care needs.
"I think most parents assume
that this campus will have a
child daycare, Miller said. "It’s
unthinkable that SJSU, as the
oldest CSU campus and being
such a commuter school, would
not have this.
"I know a large number of
parents who choose to go to
another university so they can
stop between classes and see
their children. My GPA went
down because I was constantly
worrying about my baby."
If students vote to support
the on-site facility, a referendum
will have a small percentage of
student tuition fees go directly
toward the building of a child
care center on campus.
"Child care at SJSU has been
temporary for too long," Whitney said. "It’s time we made it
permanent."

Intramural

MONIQUE SCHOENFELDSPARTAN DAILY

Gina Renteria, lett, calk a pillow fight tOul on Sara Gomez, left, for
hitting above the waist at the Monster Mash Pillow Fighting Con-
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every day, saying he is addicted
to working out and running on
the treadmill,
His dedication paid off during the recent SJSU/U.S. Association of Blind Athletes track
meet, where he took three gold
medals for the 100, 200 and 400meter dash events,
According to Sapena, next to
riding the bus, Wilton likes the
workouts at the gym best.
"If we’re not in class, we’re in
the gym, or in front of The
Roost having a cup of coffee,"
he said,
Wilton is very popular at the
gym, but he’s even more popular in night clubs, Sapena said,
"One night we went out and
he must have had about 30 people around him.
"I’ve told my friends that
when I die I’m coming back as a
German Shepherd guide dog."
Wilton is scheduled to retire
in approximately 18 months,
and Sapena will have to go back
to Guide Dogs for the Blind for
a refresher-course and another
guide dog.
He will have first option to
keep Wilton, but if he doesn’t
have the room for two dogs, his
(and Wilton’s) good friend and
neighbor in Santa Clara will get
the dog. That way, Sapena said,
he can visit Wilton every day.
Susan Sch utter
Susan Schulter and her guide
dog Kelsey walk across the earnpus at an easy pace and rhythm.
Schulter, 37, has a smooth,
golden complexion and a bright

From page 1
Students who are interested
in organizing a team should
pick up an information packet
and roster from the A.S.
Leisure Services office. If you
are looking for a team, come
to the office and put your
name on the free agent list.
"A lot of people come out
for intramural sports because
they want to have fun," said
Intramural League Supervisor
Tony Pacheco.
"We get students who have
never played the sport before,
but have a great time trying
and learning."
There is a sign-up fee for all
the sports ranging from $30
per team for the basketball
tournament to $65 per team
for football, volleyball and soccer. Floor hockey is $45 per
team.
Also, a refundable forfeit
and genuine smile.
Kelsey, a six-year-old yellow
Labrador Retriever, has a Muppet-face, warm brown eyes and
occasional wrinkles across her
broad forehead.
The twosome met in 1989,
during their schooling together
at Guide Dogs for the Blind.
According to Schulter, that was
the beginning of what has been
a wonderful partnership.
"I call her my variable speed
blender," Schulter said of
Kelsey’s ability to weave "seamlessly" through a group of peopie.
Blind since birth, Schulter
was used to navigating her way
around using a cane.
"For me, traveling with a cane
is like seeing through a microscope; traveling with a dog is like
seeing through a telescope."
Kelsey takes care of the
details, and Schulter pays attention to the big picture.
"You don t have to worry
about walking into that bicycle
because the dog will walk
around it for you, or she will
show it to you by slowing up or
stopping," she said. "It’s a much
quicker and more ’relaxed’ way
of walking."Schulter is a more
cautious cane-traveler than dogtraveler, she said.
"With a cane, if I stopped to
explore something, people
thought I needed help when I
was just exploring," she said.
Also, people seem to have
more confidence in a blind person guided by a dog instead of a
cane, and for Schulter that confidence is contagious.
"I also feel more graceful
walking with a dog," Schulter
said.

fee is required for all the
sports except basketball.
Football and volleyball are
currently in progress, but the
deadline to sign-up for the
remaining sports is Oct. 29.
Students who don’t want to
play, but want to be part of the
action, can sign up to be referees.
"Being a ref is great for students who want a little extra
money" said Tom Dignan, referee coordinator.
which
decide
"They
evening or weekends they
want to work, so it revolves
around their schedule."
Students do not need experience to work as referees.
Before each season, there are
training clinics for each sport
set up to teach fundamentals.
Officials are paid by the
game, and can choose the
sport they wish to referee.
For Schulter, Kelsey has made
her more open about going
places and getting out for speed
walks and jogging.
Because Kelsey learns routes
easily, Schulter said she gets lost
less than she did with a cane.
"All I say is ’Kelsey, let’s go
home.’ And darned if we don’t
get home."
"Even if we do get lost," she
added, "it’s less frightening.
"If I really get frustrated,
there’s always someone to hug."
Schulter said people have
more confidence in her abilities
to get around with a dog, but
they sometimes forget Kelsey is a
working dog when she is wearing her harness.
Petting a dog working in harness, affects the blind person’s
safety because the dog can’t pay
attention to what she’s supposed
to be doing.
"I really like it when children
ask questions about the dog,
and when parents allow it or say,
’That’s a working dog, ask
before you pet the dog.’"
Schulter enjoys writing, especially poetry, playing the flute
and singing.
One of her favorite pastimes
is bird-watching, which she
enjoys doing with her sighted
friends.
"I can usually identify the
birds by their sounds before anyone even sees them.," she said.
She also likes hiking, camping and swimming. Kelsey
accompanies her on these outings, except swimming.
"She doesn’t like the water,"
Schulter said of her dog
Schulter lives in San Jose with
her husband, Martin Schulter,
and, of course, Kelsey.
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A 72SANTA ANA (AP)
year-old woman who paid
$10,(X)0 to meet Mr. Right sued
her matchmaker, claiming the
service kept getting it wrong.
Ethel Ashley stipulated that
her prospective husband must
earn at least $500,000 a year,
according to court papers, and
her agreement with Orly’s VIP
Club promised introductions to

"celebrities, jet-set people,
unique and unusual" men.
The March 28, 1992, agreement also provided for a
$10,000 bonus if any of the
introductions led to marriage,
Orly Hadida’s matchmaking
service, which offers a "personal
touch," came up with only four
men, according to the suit. Two
were about 80 and "beyond life

un- In

expectancy," and two others
were a generation younger, it
alleged.
In addition, the suit said, only
one of the four had "the
promised background and education conducive to pleasant
social conversation," ancianother didn’t make half-million a
year.
Hadida declined to comment

non

on the suit.
"I just want a companion who
can afford to live in our senior
years," said Ashley.
"We’re talking a refined,
elderly lady here who, prior to
her (recently dissolved marriage) was very well off. She’s got
a lot of class,’ said Bob Allen, a
senior law clerk who was handling the case.
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Hundreds call
The employee denies the
allegations.
hospital after
The hospital set up five tolltelephone lines to handle
Police: Man opens fire at family worker ’fantasy’ free
the expected rush of anxious
said hospital spokesfitness center, five people dead to spread AIDS callers,
woman Mary Powell.
EL CAJON, (AP) - A man Center in this San Diego suburb revealed
Retired bishop
walked up to a fitness center tuid shot one person oucside the
Thursday, shot one person to building, McClurg said.
who says he’s
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) death, then entered the buildHe then walked into the Phone lines at California Pacific
gay is coming to
ing and fatally shot three more health club, fired several more Medical Center were jammed
people before killing himself, times, walked out and shot him- yesterday as patients called for
San Francisco
police said.
counseling and AIDS tests after
self in his car, McClurg said.

State Watch

In addition to the five dead,
at least one other person sustained minor injuries, said
police Lt. Bill McClurg.
The gunman’s victims were
three women and one man,
McClurg said.
Witnesses said the young man
drove up to the Family Fitness

His body remained in the car
more than an hour after the
shooting, which occurred between 12:15 p.m. and 12:30 p.m.
Four people, including the
gunman, died at the scene. The
fifth, a man, died shortly afterward at an area hospital,
McClurg said.

More Central Valley girls get pregnant
before graduating from high school
MERCED, Calif. (AP) One in 14 girls in the Central
Valley gives birth before graduating from high school, state statistics show. That’s about twice
the rate for other places like the
San Francisco Bay Area.
A state senate subcommittee
took testimony in the City Council Chambers here Wednesday
to find out why and what can be
done about it.
Some girls said pregnancy
education should begin as early
as the third grade.
Lupe Godinoz, 17, a Modesto

high school student, said she
would tell her 18-month-old daughter about sex by the sixth
grade."’ want to get to her
before the boys do," she said.
One 14-year-old cried upon
learning she was not pregnant,
and wondered what went wrong
given that she’d had sex seven
or eight times in the previous
month, McAfee said.
Kim Allen, director of the
Kings County Adolescent Family Life Program, said the stigma
of becoming pregnant while a
teen-ager has diminished.

the hospital said a blood technician "fantasized" about infecting patients with the IIIV virus.
lospital officials are offering
free blood tests to any patients
who worry they might have
been infected, although three
separate investigations by the
San Francisco Department of
Public Health, the hospital and
a private investigator indicated
that no patients had been
exposed.
The employee allegedly told
a friend he fantasized about
administering AIDS-tainted
blood to patients. The friend
alerted hospital officials.
During the investigation, the
employee told investigators he
wanted $1 million to keep the
story quiet, said Jim Caudill, a
spokesman for the hospital.
"At one point, the person
involved said to investigators,
’Nobody ever asked me what I
wanted. I don’t ever want to
work again. I want to go to
Europe. I want $1 million,"
Caudill said Tuesday.

SAN RANCISCO (AP) - A
retired Episcopal bishop who
has announced he is gay is moving to San Francisco to be near
relatives and join the city’s thriving gay community
"My choice of San Francisco
was to be close to my grandchildren and to live in a city with an
active and articulate gay community," said former Utah Bishop Otis Charles in a newspaper
interview that appeared Thursday.
Charles, 67, a grandfather
with five grown children, told
the San Francisco Chronicle he
plans to live with a community
of Episcopal Franciscans and
pursue a ministry emphasizing
spirituality and ritual.
"I will not remain silent,
invisible, unknown. The choice
for me is not whether or not I
am a gay man, but whether or
not I am hottest about who I
am with myself and others," he
wrote in a letter to his fellow
Episcopal bishops.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
WANTED: Psychology Volunteers
Reach out 4 hours per week as a
Community Friend, providing social
support to those who endure
mental illness. We train. Call
(408)4360606.
NEW SlUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visits and trays no chaige.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800)655-3225.
100% PURE ADRENAUNE 111111
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skydiving center. Come ion us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the true thrill seek
er, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a
certified skydiver, starting with a six
hour class and a mile ong freefall
the same day. Videos of your jump
also available. Owned and operat
ed by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)634-7575.
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE
You need exposure to succeed in
MODEUNG. Now you can put your
photo and information in front
of 100’s of the top advertising
agencies NATIONWIDE! Your
chance to be seen!!! Call TOM
for details. 14081 249.9737.
FUND RAISEII.
Raise $500. in 5 days. Groups,
Clubs. motNated indrviduals.
1.800655-6935 ext.101.
WMMM
76 VW VAN CAMPER rebuilt erg.
New carpet/tires. AM/FM Cass.
Sot. Cond. $3303. Mike 257-7536.
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good DrNers"
-Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student"
-Family Mu!boar"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

ELECTRONICS
QUAUTY WED IBM COMPATIBU3
286/386/486 Great Low Prices
Complete Systems / Warranty
Cal 141002002007,

MMU
ROYAL-TREK INTERNATIONAL
presents fine fragrances from Paris
Perfumes. Versions of. Chanel Nob.
Obsession, Opium, Beautiful, Joy,
Eternity. Shalimar, Oscar de la
Rents, Red, Giorgio, Poison, White
Linen, Pssion, L’Air du Temps,
Holston, Samsara, Realities,
Spellbound, Escape 8, Lauren.
1/2 oz. - $15 /bottle, 1 oz.-$20.
bottle. Great for yourself or gift
giving.All perfumes guaranteed
to your satisfaction. We challenge
you to tell the difference from the
orignel. To order, send your check
with sales tax, add $3.00 shipping
to: Royal -Trek Intl. 433W. Allen
Unit 102, San Dimas, CA 91773.
(800)8761668.

Investigation discovers
improprieties before
telephone rate decision
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) An into nal investigation by the
state Public Utilities Commisiion has found a Pacific Bell
employee played in improper
role in an important decision
on telephone rates mid competition.
"There was inappropriate
advocacy and access to the final
decision making process," concluded the 35-p.iLie investigation released We, .esday.
The report also ecommended the PUC draw up guidelines
to prevent similar problems
from arising again.
At issue was a Sept. 17 vote to
allow competition for California’s $2 billion local telephone
business. The decision also cut
local toll rates for California’s
19 million telephone users by
up to 60 percent and raised
basic monthly charges by 56
percent to offset telephone
companies’ potential losses.

Internal prison probes
shield guard brutality
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -A
prison expert says guards at Pelican Bay State Prison who
allegedly resort to violence are
shielded from scrutiny by shoddy investigations and incomplete internal affairs reports.
"They are cover-ups," Vincent M. Nathan testified about
the reports on Wednesday. The

Ohio attorney, who has monitored prison conditions in several states, was the plaintiffs’ final
witness in the month-old PellCan Bay prisoners rights trial.
Nathan testified that the facts
in cases involving alleged guard
violence at Pelican Bay routinely were ignored in written
reports.
Instead of meting out justice,
the goal of the prison’s internal
’em was "to make the
review
case It
xoneration th.it will
withstand external scrutiny," he
said.

Retrial set in New
Yorker libel case
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) The second trial in the libel
case brought by psychoanalyst
Jeffrey Mason over a 1963 article by J.
t Malcolm in the
New Yorker magazine has been
set for March 14.
U.S. District Judge Eugene
Lynch on Wednesday also gave
lawyets a 30-day deadline to
present lists of witne,,c s and
experts they expect to call during the second trial.
The first trial ended in June
with the jury deciding that
writer Janet Malcolm n misquoted Masson, but deadlocking on
damages.
Lynch ordered a retrial, saving evidence on harm allegedly
suffered by Masson couldn’t be
separated from evidence on
whether Malcolm had libeled
him.

Phone: 924-3277

LEATHER BOMBER JACKETS
Brand New
sizes- 3 colors
Only $50.1!!
Call (510) 6219540.

SALES / MANAGEMENT positions
available for career oriented
individual in the health fitness text.
America’s Best corporation has
had over a 900% growth rate over
the past 4 years and has locations
throughout
the entire bay area. If
HELP WANTED
you are an eager & self motivated
REEDS SPORT SHOP- looking for individual looking to start off right
retail sales: sktbikegun dept.
we we give you a chance. Salaries.
Also looking for experienced
commissions, bonuses, trips &
cashiers. Contact Jim 9213-3020. benefits, 14K 31K annual. Please
fax your resume to (510) 713GMAC FINANCIAL SERVICES. 0850 and call 1 -800-883 -KICK.
Entry level positions are currently Ask for Mr. Berryessa.
available,, the Credit & Accounting
departments. Qualified applicants DCPERIENCED TECHS TANDEM
must be career oriented, self- Work-experienced computer
motivated individuals with good techs in UNIX, workstations &
communication skills. Related networking. PIT school year. F/T
work experience or college degree other time. Top pay! Send resume
preferred. Competitive salary & call Dick Sillan in Engineering:
and benefits offered. Qualified 924-3928, leave message.
applicants submit resume to:
ACUFACTS, INC.
GMAC. P.O. Box 3290, Sunnyvale.
Security Guards / Patrol Officers
CA 94088. EOE, M/F.
Needed Now!
Full time / Part time. All shifts.
MARKETING REPRESENTATIVE.
in
need
of
a
Apply Mon.- Fri. 8arn. 6pm.
Local copy center
marketing representative for
555D Meridian Ave., San Jose.
(408)286-5880.
San Jose State campus. Salary
plus commission. Prefer outgoing,
energetic, self starter with good
organizational and interpersonal
skills. Part time position with an BIG CLEAN QUIET 3 BDRM./2
industry leader. Applications bath. Gated garage. Lowest rent in
available at CopyMat, 119 E. town. $400. deposit. Move in
San Carlos, San Jose. (No phone bonus. 279.5784.
calls please)
STUDIO FOR 1 PERSON. No pets.
$490./mo. md. Util. + $300. sec.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
+
dep. Parking. Call 2517040.
Earn up to $2.000+/month
world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean. etc.) Summer and 1 BR 5580./ STUDIO $52S & $495
Career employment available. No Deposit: $300. 3 blocks from SJSU.
experience necessary. For more 1 week free! HMS 9978200 r335.
information call 1-206-634-0468
ROOM FOR RENT, 2 blocks from
ext. moat
State, $300./mo. + dep. Call
ENTERPRISE RENT-ACAR is look. 4370100 or 464-8871, agent
ing for PT interns to work in our
South Bay offices. Students will be SWEET 2 BR/1 BA. APT. nr SJSU.
involved in all customer service 181 Reed @I 4th. Very clean, new
functions, sales, marketing & a in/out. $850./mo.+dep. 9860996.
variety of administrative duties.
Enterprise has an excellent man- 760 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
agement trainee program for col- 2 bedroom./2 bath start $745.
lege graduates & it is possible to 1 boron. /1 bath - $595. Walk or
use internship experience to step ride bike to school. Very clean,
into this program. Must be a junior roomy & remodeled. Secured
or senior 8, should have fast-paced entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
retail, customer service, or sales TV. Ample parking, Call 288-9157
experience. Lcokirg tor enthusiastic,
people-oriented team players. 211DRM APARTMENT $750/MO.
Please send resurne to: Enterprise Security type biking
RentACar/Leasing, Ann: Andrea, Secure parking
P.O. Box 2478. San Leandro, CA
Close in
94577. Phone: 510/2975304.
Modem building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry room
SECURITY: FUU. OR PAIR WA
Village Apartments.
Full training. $7.00- $8.00 /hour.
Weekly Pay checks
576 S. 5th St. (408)2956893.
Excellent Benefits
QUALITY OF LIVING & STUDY
Credit Union
Medical/Dental Insurance
Willow Gardens Apartments
Vacation Pay
1750 Stokes Street. 998-0300.
Referral Bonus
The best in Willow Glen area.
App N: Monday Friday 8 arn.-5 pm. Spacious 2 bdrm./2 bath & 3
bdrm./2 bath. Recreation room
Venguerd Sestet, Sinless
w/wet bar, fitness center, pool &
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
saunas. For move in special, call
CA 95054. Near 101. at San
408/998-0300.
Tomas Expy. & Olcott. Equal
Opportunity Employer.
ROOM FOR RENT =SE TO IUSLI.
Util. incl. N/S, N/KP. $300./mo.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Now hiring teachers & substitutes %are ball Call Mak 408279.5C61.
for school age child care programs
GATEWAY APTS.
and preschool programs. Teachers
2 blocks from campus.
and subs must have minimum 6
2 bd./2 ba., 900- 1.000 sq. ft.
units in education, recreation, or
Ideal for up to 4 students.
child development. Full and part
time shifts , job sharing and flexi- Free cable. Underground perking.
Security gates. Game room.
ble hours for students. $6. $8.
Laundry room 4th & William.
per hour. Medical, dental, and eye
Rents starting at $750./mo.
care benefits for 30+ hours week.
Call mgr. 947-0803.
ly. Great job for male or female
students. Call 408/257 7320.
THE PRICE YOU WANT...
AND THE SPACE YOU NEED!
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions. Great benefits. Large studio. 1 & 2 bedroom apts.
just minutes from SJSU! Call
Call 1.8004364365 ext. P3310.
Trnbenvood Apts. 5786800.
COUNSELOR / DIRECT CARE
SERENE, QUIET 2 BR./1 OA. APT
staff to work with D.D. adults
near Japan Town. Covered pkg.,
in a residential setting.
laundry. Walk to SJSU. $685./mo.
$6.00/hr. 810-288-0 5.
510/8296348.

H(111511Lel

STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS.
2 bed/2 bath apt. available now.
4 blocks from campus. Free cable
TV, water & garbage. Off street
parking available. Several units
starting at $675.00/mo. Call Dan
at 295-5256.

LOST & FOUND
FOUND SMALL BUCK & AWE CAT
on SJSU campus on 10/10.
Please cal 924-3280

SERVICES
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS IN 4-5 DAYS!
If you are looking for silk
screening quality at competitive
prices, look no further. Century
Graphics prides itself on quality
work, quick turn around and a
positive happy staff. Call for
quotes at 9884351. Thanks!
800WERX-MACS
Mac Repair & Upgrades
While.U.Wart Service!
2306 K Walsh Ave.
Santa Clara
Open AlF 9:00 am. - 5:00 pm.
408/988-2334.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Regular visits to your campus.
Samples & references available.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
1-800606-8898 ask for Daniel.
WRIMNG, RESEARCH, EDITING.
Versatile, expert staff
ESL students a specialty.
800.777 7901
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST with
B.A. and 15 years expenence. Now
accepting students wishing to
excell at guitar or bass. All styles
welcome: Rock, R&B, Jazz, Fusion,
Blues, Folk, Reggae, and Funk.
Begmer. Intermediate & Advanced
are welcome. Bill: 408/2986124.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

LEARN SPANISH Mee an some=
Write, call or fax for brochure.
Spanish Language Instttute. 1275
Washington Ave. #189. San Leandro. CA 94577, 510/357-2134.

MEN AND WOMEN- BARE FT ALLJ
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest- Lip Bikini Chin’
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before Dec. 15.
1993. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621 E. Campbell Ave. 017,
Campbell . (408)379-3500.

NEED COLLEGE/CAREER INFO?
Live counselor, MA., local college
exp. Each call treated as individual
appt. Additional info mailed, If I
don’t have the answer to your
question, I’ll get it and call
you back! Call 900-505-CCIS,
95$/min. Mon.-Thurs. 2-8 pm.
Recorded info 24 hours/day. 10% SERVICES FINANCIAL
of net profits support local Lem&
lion programs. College Career SCHOLARSHIPS GUARANTEED!
No minimum GPA ’No financial
Information Services
need. Send for Free info today!
WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL Premier Resources. P.O Box 970,
CREDIT UNION
Pleasanton. CA 94566.
"STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS’
Membership open exclusively
DO YOU want consider search
to SJSU Students. Alumni, and
done to find scholarships for you?
Advisory Faculty!
Many sources available. 80%
Services include:
require no GPA or have no income
$ Auto Loans $ Personal Loans $ limitations. Call or write: Unique
$ Debt Consolidation Loans $
Service Co. P.O. Box 867, Millbrae.
Share (savings) & CD Accts.
CA 94030. (4151692-4847.
Exceptional Rates!!!
WANT MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
Convenient location:
48 S. 7th Street. Suite 201
Scholarship Matcning
No GPA or need qualifications
San Jose, CA 95112
Money back guarantee
Call for more info:
(408)947-7273.
Information & applicator,:
JW Scholarship Matching Service
P.O. Box 53450
50% DISCOUNTI
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
San Jose. CA 951510450
408.6218886.
Enhance your natural beauty!!
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires December 15. 1993.
$S FREE $ti FOR COLLEGE SS
Private money is available now in
408-3703500
scholarships, grants & work
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
study. No financial need. No GPA
621 E. Campbell Ave. *17.
mm. Over 350.000 active donors.
Campbell. CA 95006.
For free application & info, call
LOVE LIFE? CAREER GUIDANCE? 406/522-7M Of write Scholarship
Helpful insight? Computerized 478 W. Hamilton Ave. *397.
Astrology Interpretation $19.95. Campbell, CA 95008. $10.00 off
Send check and your birth date, with ad or referral. We will beat
time of birth. city & state, to any advertised price. Satisfaction
D. McGrane, Box 143, New guaranteed.
Almaden, CA. 95042-0143. Contains approx. 15 detailed pages. MONEY FOR COLLEGE lit
Money is waiting for you right now
plus 5 page information packet!
from Private Scholarships. Grants
PAGERS. BUY, SELL, TRADE & and Fellowships. No Financial
recrystal. 1 free month of service Need and No GPA minimum
with each referral. Low rates & required. For FREE literature packexcellent service. We have voice age. CALL NOW! 408-9917208.
mall. Will trade for CD’s, electronic Access/control *2081993.
equipment or video games. Once
you become a customer you can COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS availresell our pagers to earn $E. able. Recorded message gives
408/522-7203 or 374-3167.
details. 408/848.3555 ext. 112.

DON’T PAY ITII
Don’t pay $70. -$100. for a schol
arship search. Get $ wines NOW!
Call Scholar-Dollar$ today!!
1.9009680323ext 703.$2. min. 5
min. mat 18 or older. TT rhcne req. &
save even more. order our book
"Scholarships. Grants and Loans".
Contains dozens of money sources
& time saving tips. Order today!
Only $5.95 to Scholar-00104. P.O.
6ox456 Mt. Herman, CA 95041.
30 day M/B Guarantee. Allow 4-6
who. Strauss Ent. 408E251910,

FAX: 924-3282
EXPERIENCED Word Processor
Too may reports and not
enough time? Let me do
the typing! Resumes, term
papers, theses. etc. IBM
compatible computer / laser
printer. FAX machine. Notary
public. Call Anna 972-4992.
SANIACIARESICRLTMVALSERV.
(408)9842268 - New SCU.
Term papers, resumes. etc.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. .
Science and Enei, on papers.,
theses our specialty. Laser pr-otint Free sPel’ check and storage.
APA. Turabian arid other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics and
SKI VAIL OR SKI UTAH
VAIL: Jan. 2nd - 9th. 4/5 day other services available. Masterski pass, 6 nights lodging. son’s Word Processing, Cair Paul cr
Air incl. $499. / Bus incl. $349. Virginia 408.251-0449.
$50, deposit by Nov. 4th.
UTAH: Nov. 24- 29th, 4 days 20 YRS. PROFESSIONAL EXP.
ng. fret
. ping & transcription for all
skiing. 4 nights lc
breakfasts. Bus try: 5289 . ..Jr needs including COLOR &
Payment by Nov. 4th. Credit Cards GRAPHICS. Copying, binding & FAX
Accepted! Call Patty at 356-8347 available. Pick up & delivery.
REASONABLE rates. Timelrness &
or call Todd at 778.9250.
satisfaction guaranteed Tutoring
available in some subjects
/MUNE TICKETS FREE71
Contact Candi at 408, 369-8614.
Intl couriers needed
call PIG 310-514-4662
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Professional Word hocessei
Theses, Term Pape,, flu’s’
TUTORING
Group Projects, Resumes. Lefte’s
TUTOR NEEDED- ENGUSH 10. Manuscripts. etc WordPerfect f
1-3 hours a week. $7. an hour. HP Laser II. Al. formats, sPecia..z.-f
in APA. Spelling. punctuation
Pease call Diane at 638-2103.
grammatical editing Free o.
storage
All work guaranteed! Worn
PROCESSING
WORD
free, dependar..e and pro service
To
avoid disappontrnen
TYPEI
TO
HATE
I
If this got your attention. girt your call now to reserve your time’ ,
PAM
247
it
for
you!
2681
(barn-8Prn)
a break. Let me do
Pick up and delivery $1.00. Save Addlaketal 10% Per Rodartail
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double HAYWARDFREMONTUNION CITY
spaced page / 5.00 minimum. Call Wordprocess.ng dr!" typing:
All work accepted!! Reports
Julie - 99841354.
Theses Proficient with MLA.
SANTA CLARE SECRETARML SERV. APA and Turabian formats;
(408) 984-2268
Near SCU. Quick & Speedy turnaround.
Term papers, resumes, etc.
WP 5.1. Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 11 Pm,
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING. Suzanne Scott 510/489.9794.
West San Jose/Cupertino, AN,.
Term papers ’Group projects PROFESSIONAL Wood Processing.
Thesrs Letters ApplicationS Theses, terror papers, group
Resznes ’Tape transcription. etc. projects, resumes, letters. etc.
Nursing/Math/Science/English. All formatS, especially APA.
Laser printer. Days & evenings, Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available.
7 days. SUZANNE. 44656 S8
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Lincla1408) 264-4504.
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A history lesson
in sports

B.Lseball, football, basall
ketball-we’ve
played them at some
t. Did you ever wonder
%%Ito created these sports that
are now a multi-million dollar
pastime throughout the United
States?
Basketball
It was in Springfield, Mass. at
the YMCA that Dr. James Naismith came up with the concept of modern day basketball.
One day back in 1891, the
young student enrolled in a
physical education class was
asked to come up with indoor
activity during the rainy season.
He tried indoor rugby but
the men were injuring diemselves on the hard floor. Baseball proved too difficult because
windows were broken from
pop-flies. Naismith came up
with a game where no bats were
needed. lithe players dribbled
the ball to an elevated goal,
there would be no need for the
players to use brute strength to
score - they would need accuracy instead.
Naismith asked the YMCA’s
janitor for boxes to use as goals
but all that was available were
peach baskets Naismith mounted these baskets 10 feet above
the players. Ten feet was the
height of the balcony in the
gymnasium. Naismith also
wrote 13 rules for the game that
are still used by the NBA
Baseball
Unlike basketball, the birth
of baseball has a controversial
start. Two men argued that
baseball had opposing origins.
The first man was AG. Spalding, who was a pitcher in his
time and founder of the sporting goods chain. Spalding
believed baseball was strictly
American. On the other hand,
Henry Chadwick, baseball’s first
sports writer, argued baseball
originated with rounders.
In the colonial days, the children who came from England
played a game called rounders,
where a player hits a pitched
ball and runs to a base.
In 1905, Spalding and Chadwick agreed to have commission to investigate the true origin of baseball in America.
The
Mills
commission
reported in 1907 that baseball
had its origins in the United
States. The first scheme for playing the game was devised by
Abner Doubleday in Cooperstown, N.Y. in 1839. The man
who is called the "Father of
Modern Baseball" is Alexander
Joy Cartwright, Jr.
Cartwright was an engineer
who took an interest in refining
some rules of the game. He set
the bases 90 feet apart while
establishing nine innings and
nine players on a team.
Football
The game then called "Futballe" was originally played in
England. It was an illegal game
by rule of Henry II. But, for the
next 400 years, "Futballe" continued to be played by its fanatics. "Futhalle" was legal when
King James I revoked the ban at
the requests of sportsmen.
The Irish men viewed Futballe as a "sissy" game. In Ireland, punching was added to
the game, an early version of
modern day rugby and soccer.
In 1823, soccer player
William Ellis, from Rugby College in England, was frustrated
with round-robin play - so he
picked up the ball and ran to
the goal. He made the first
touchdown in football history.
The modern football game
was horn when Harvard College challenged McGill University to a game. The two teams
agreed to play with half rugby,
half soccer rules. Over time, the
game was refined into modern
NFL rules.
Next time while playing one
of these sports, think about the
tradition you are continuing
and the history that is at your
fingertips.
Jane Montes is a Daily staff
writer

Sports
Golf team wins tourney again
San lose State University

Freshman Janice Moodie shot
a one-under par 71 to help SJSU
successfully, defend its Edean
Ihlanfeldt Invitational women’s
golf tournament title on
Wednesday.
The Spartans, the winners of
their second tournament in two
tries this season, finished with a
54-hole total of 896 on the the
5,912-yard, par 72 Sahalee Country Club course.
SJSU trailed Stanford by one
shot heading into the final
round and by four shots with
time holes remaining. But the
Spartans came back and took

the lead on the 12th hole, finishing four strokes ahead of the
Cardinal’s 900 total.
"Maybe this means we’re better than I thought we were,"
SJSU Golf Coach Mark Gale
said.
"Stanford is very good, but we
were tougher on the final holes.
We were down by four strokes at
the turn and beat them by eight
shots coming in."
No other team in the 16-team
field was in contention for the
team title. Oregon and New
Mexico finished tied for third at
918.

Moodie, playing in just her
second college tournament, finished at even par 216. She led a
group of three Spartans who finished in the top 10.
Sophomore Vibeke Stensrud
was eighth at 223 and Lisa Walton tied for ninth at 225.
Moodie finished three shots
ahead of Arizona’s Leta Lindley,
who had a final round 69 for a
219 score. Danielle Mitchell of
Oregon State, the individual
leader the first two rounds with
identical 71’s, shot an 80
Wednesday and finished tied for
sixth at 222.

SPARTAN DAILY

Individual Leaders Edean lhlanfeldt Invitational
Janice Moodie, SJSU
Leta Lindley, Arizona
Mhairi McKay, Stanford
Jamille Jose, Stanford
Lisa Christie, BYU
6. Margo Evashevski, Oregon State
Danielle Mitchell, Oregon State
8. Vibeke Stensrud, SJSU
9. Kim Connor, Oklahoma
Lisa Walton, SJSU
1.
2.
3.
4.

73-72-71-216
75-75-69-219
73-72-75-220
73-73-75-221
71-77-73-221
72-74-76-222
71-71-80-222
77-73-73-223
79-72-74-225
72-75-78-225

SJSU faces Aggies in first league game

SJSU free safety Troy Jensen, middle, brings down a Stanford player as
cornerback Dee Grayer, right, runs to help during the Sept. 11 game.

The SJSUfootball team searches
for its first victory of the season
By Ed Stacy

but we have to get the intensity
back and forget about the lossAfter an 0-5 start the SJSU es," Garcia said. "One thing,
football team is hoping to turn we’re not going to face anything
things around Saturday against like we have faced."
Among the weapons Garcia
the 3-2 Aggies of New Mexico
State in Las Cruces, NM. The will have at his hands is one of
game will be the opening of the Big West Conference’s best
league play for the Spartans.
receiving tandems in Brian
Although the Spartans are Lundy andierry Reese.
winless, their lack of success can
Junior Reese has caught nine
be attributed more to the quality passes for 184 yards in the last
of their opponents then their two games, including five catches for 107 yards against Califorplay.
Four of the five teams they nia. Reese also leads the team in
have played have at one time this scoring with four touchdown
season been ranked in the top- receptions.
20 in the nation.
Lundy, a Freshman-All-AmeriSince none of the games were can last season, is having another
against teams in their league, the great year; his 26 catches leads
Spartans start Saturday with a the team. Lundy is also just 86
clean slate in their goal of win- yards short of moving into the
ning the Big West Conference top 10 for career receiving yards
at SJSU.
title.
SJSU’s defense will be tested
This game has added meaning for the Spartans because by a strong NMSU offense that
NMSU beat them last year to passed for 380 yards last week in
knock them out of a conference a win against the University of
title and a bowl game.
Northern Illinois. The win was
Junior Dee Grayer is looking the Aggies first homecoming win
forward to paying NMSU back.
in 10 years.
"I haven’t slept good since
The Aggies are led by sophothat game. I can’t wait to play more quarterback Cody Ledbetthem," Grayer said.
ter who last week teamed with
The Spartans will be helped wide receiver David Osborne on
this week by their wide open scoring passes of 45 and 46
offense that gives them a chance yards.
"New Mexico State beat a
to score every time they touch
the ball.
good team in Northern Illinois,"
The offense is led by senior SJSU Head Coach John Ralston
quarterback Jeff Garcia, who said.
enters the game seventh in the
"I was very impressed with
nation in total offense with an their quarterback CodyLedbetaverage of 297 yards a game. ter. He ran well, threw the ball
Garcia’s number one goal this well and completed the passes
week is to get a victory.
he had to complete."
"It’s been a rough first half,
Senior linebacker Jim SingleSpartan Dad) Ataff Writer

PHOTCS BY MONIQUE SHOENFELD-SPARTAN DAL?

SJSU linebacker Jim Singleton, left, rushes towards
a University of Washington player during the Oct. 2
ton leads the Spartan defense
with 62 tackles including a team
high 18 against Washington.
This was his fourth straight game
in double figures.
SJSU’s young defensive line
received a lot of experience in
the first five games and is expecting players like tackles Howard
Butler and Eric Quarks to step
up the rest of the year.
The Spartan defensive line
will try and contain fullback Troy
Dublin who is second in the Big
West Conference with 416 yards
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Pacific at Northern

Illinois

Louisiana Tech at E. Carolina

UNLV - open

Read about tbe VSUjudo team
in Monday’s sports page.

ATT.
576
530
371
448
404
366
356
122
286

YDS.
2513
2364
1967
1935
1909
1700
1558
1469
1454

Career Passing
Yards

Saturday’s games in the Big West
Nevada at Utah State
SJSU at New Mexico State
SW Louisiana at Arkansas State

Sheldon Canley
Gerald Wilhite
Rick Kane
Kenny Jackson
Kevin Cole
Johnny Johnson
Bobby Johnson
Jewerl Thomas
Nathan DuPree

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ed Luther
Steve Clarkson
Mike Perez
Craig Kimball
Jeff Garcia

rushing this year.
Another strength for SJSU is
its kicking game. Senior punter
Lee Myhre is currently 18th in
the nation with a 42.4 yards per
punt average.
Junior kicker Joe Nedney is
one field goal away from tying
the school record for career field
goals held by Mike Berg (197982) with 30.
This will be the 10th time the
two teams have met. SJSU leads
the series 8-1, but NMSU won
last year’s meeting 34-24.

San Jose State
vs.
4411%
New Mexico State
-%
Saturday, 1:30 p.m. (MDT)
M
Aggie Memodal Stadium
Radio: KLIV (1590 AM, SJ)
KNRY (1240 AM Monterey)

SJSU Career Rushing
Leaders

Big West Football Standings

game in Washington. SJSU will face New Mexico
State in New Mexico Saturday.

YDS.
7190
6842
6194
6139
5280

BRAVO PAGERS
Why Us?
Unlimited Calling
No Hidden Costs
Good Prices Great Service

TOUCH TEL PAGING
3011 Mootpark S J (at Winchester) (4011) 243 1000

Weekend Packages
-RenoTwo nights
Starting at $99.
-Las VegasTwo nights
Starting at $105.
-MexicoThree day cruise
Starting at $349.
a

I ( I III)\
Ik I I
A RAI SPAICE AGENCY1

408-293-3399
198 Jackson St.
San Jose, CA 95112
M-F 8:30am to 5:00pn
FAX 408-293-1617
Other times available by
appointment.

Great Bargains!
FREE ADMISSION!
Rummage Sale
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds
Expo Hall
October 16-17th
$41
Sat. - 10 am - 5
.nump
S
- I I am - 4 pm

For More Info:
(408) 264-3058

JUNIOR LEAGUE
OF SAN JOSE

